Dear Students, dear Colleagues,

I am pleased to inform you that the new Leonardo Campus and its facilities are now ready to welcome us.

During the whole summer period the restoration works, functional requalification, technological adaptation of the building called Trifoglio, the important testimony of the modern Milanese designed by Gio Ponti, continued intensively, within the broader project of revisiting the entire structure of our settlement of Leonardo facing Via Bonardi.

The intervention has allowed the creation of nine new interactive, technologically advanced classrooms. According to the regulatory and safety aspects, but in tune with the original project, it is awaiting our current and new students, and the Professors who starting from next Monday September 14 will again attend our spaces, which have also been adapted and set up to be in line with the historical moment that we are going through.

The new Aula Magna, fits into this context.

Also the new building, inserted between the Trifoglio itself and the building "Vittoriano Viganò", built on the idea of Renzo Piano and with his collaboration, will be ready for the beginning of the new academic year: three additional and new innovative classrooms with a taste of modernity.

The last preparatory work in progress are intense in these days, involving the entire parterre of the renovated Campus, including the spectacular work of planting about 130 tree species which, from next week, will enrich the new “Garden of Via Bonardi”, providing visual and environmental quality to a rediscovered space of relationship and socialization for all the members of the community and for the entire citizenship.

Politecnico di Milano and its renovated and new learning and connecting spaces, therefore, await you for the start of the academic year 2020/2021: see you in the classroom!

For reports on the management and organization of activities please write to the following address: monitoraggio@polimi.it

Best regards

Ferruccio Resta
Rector of Politecnico di Milano